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Entrepreneur encourages open minds at convocation
By Rose Nelson
Staff Writer

____________________________________

For the second convocation of the 2012-2013 school
year, entrepreneur and founder
of Lighthouse Consulting Larry
Robertson, delivered a speech
titled “Butch, Sundance, and
Australia: Making the Leap From
Thought to Action” on Oct. 11 in
the Memorial Chapel. His speech
explored Lawrence University’s
2012-2013 convocation series
theme “From Thought to Action”
and its relationship to entrepreneurship.
Provost and Dean of the
Faculty David Burrows briefly
introduced Daniel O’Connor, a
fifth year studying economics and
organ performance, to welcome
Robertson to the stage. O’Connor
is known for his founding role in
the creation of Flicky, a curated
video site. In his introduction,
O’Connor discussed the importance of creating a catalyst for
change on a scale larger than just
businesses.
Robertson began his talk by
comparing the Memorial Chapel
to the location of his undergraduate college’s “Sunday Flicks,”
a weekly event where a large
group of students would gather
to watch old movies. This event
corresponded to O’Connor’s reference to Robertson’s book, “A

Deliberate Pause,” and exemplified the importance of breaking
from routine.
In his convocation, Robertson
discussed “Butch Cassidy and the
Sundance Kid,” a movie about how
two leaders of a gang rob banks
and trains in the West. The two
titular characters are contrasted
with Butch Cassidy, coming up
with most of the ideas, and with
the Sundance Kid, being a man of
action. The movie was based on
real events that took place in the
early 20th Century.
He discussed a pivotal scene
of a deliberate pause in “Butch
Cassidy and the Sundance Kid,”
in which the two main characters
are in dire circumstances and the
only thing one of them can think
of is how nice it would be to go
to Australia. Robertson presented
this ability to make the unreachable seem reachable as a characteristic valuable in entrepreneurs.
While reaching Australia is only an
idea in the movie, Robertson suggested ways that a person could
turn his or her own “Australia”
into a reality.
With the example of “Butch
Cassidy and the Sundance Kid,”
Robertson then went on to provide five ways to reach what
seems unattainable or what he
called “5 pauses to OZ.” The five
he suggested were for people to
be open, look around, find a foundation first, know what they want

Entrepreneur and founder of Lighthouse Consulting Larry Robertson gives his convocation speech in Memorial Chapel.
Photo by Katie Crawford

to do, and to take the leap. He
described each one of these in
depth and explained how each of
them connects to the others.
“Larry Robertson provided
interesting insight on how to put
thought into action.” Freshman
Sara Larsen said, “His message
was very relatable and entertaining, with a good amount of humor

mixed in. I enjoyed his address
and I’m glad I attended the convocation.”
Robertson finished his speech
with an explanation of why it
is necessary for people to go to
their metaphorical Australias. He
described how entrepreneurship
and the desire to progress are
ingrained in human beings.

“I have been considering how
to use the principles discussed
in the convocation in my classes,” said Professor of Psychology
Terry Gottfried. He continued, “I
think that even in classes where
this can’t be done constantly, it
is still possible to instill in our
students a desire to move from
thought to action.”

rate world.”
AmeriCorps
representative Olivia Hendricks ’12 is currently taking a gap year through
the VISTA branch of AmeriCorps,
and working with Lawrence
University and the Boys and Girls
Club in Appleton. “I highly recommend taking a gap year,” said
Hendricks. “It’s not for everyone,
but it is a really great option for a
lot of recent college grads.”
Her gap year has been a strong
confidence builder, Hendricks
said. It reinforced her belief that
she had chosen the right major
and forced her to be responsible as a professional without the
safety net of being a student. “I’ve
realized I do like working with
youth, but at the same time I’ve
gotten to try my hand at so many
things.”
A popular event was the
panel titled “What to do with your
Psychology Major.” The speakers
covered many jobs in the field
of psychology and how to equip
oneself with the tools to become a
better candidate.
Choy said, “If I was a senior,
it would have been so helpful,
because they were talking about
who was hiring. As a freshman, it...
reassured me that there are jobs
to be had in psychology.”

Career Conference offers professional development opportunity

Lawrence students interested
in getting a head start on their
futures to plan for their careers in
the working world.
The conference hosted a
series of events, including sessions with Lawrence Scholars,
panels on what to do with a his-

tory and psychology major, a gap
year fair and tips from recent
alumni. The evening culminated
in a networking reception, where
students could mingle with alumni and panelists.
Freshman Chelsey Choy was
one of the attendees at the young

alumni event. “I really liked it,” she
said. “It was nice to hear the different perspectives from alumni
who graduated one year ago and
are in the workplace, and those
who have been out of school for a
little longer.”
Choy was even able to use
the event as a chance to do some
networking: “I met an alumnus
who has a contact in my area, and
he gave us an introduction, and
she might be helping me with an
internship over the summer.”
The Gap Year Fair was a new
addition to the Career Conference.
It provided information on gap
year resources, and hosted booths
with representatives from a variety of organizations that offer gap
year options.
City Year, Teach for America,
PeaceCorps, AmeriCorps, and
Japan Exchange and Teaching
Programme were just a few.
Cassie Curry works in Career
Services as employer relations
coordinator. One of the roles of
her job includes making connections with employers locally,
nationally and globally to meet
and recruit students. Curry, who
organized the Gap Year Fair, said,
“Students are interested in gap
years, in giving back socially and
doing things to gain some experience before entering the corpo-
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By Haley MacDuff
Staff Writer

___________________________________________

Career Services presented
its biggest event of the term, the
Career Conference, last Saturday,
Oct. 13. This conference allowed
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Lawrence International hosts lively Fall Formal
By Laura Udelson
Staff Writer

____________________________________

The Lawrence International
Fall Formal provided an opportunity for students to connect
through a festive night off campus
on Oct. 12. With more than 200
attendees, this year’s Fall Formal
took place at the Liberty Hall
Banquet and Conference Center
in Kimberly and included dancing,
snacks, a bar and photography
booth.
Members of the LI board
voted on the theme, “A Night in
Venice.” Past themes have included “Casino Royale,” “Spring Fever”
and “Black and White.” The Fall
Formal, in particular, attracted
more freshmen while the Spring
Formal, which is later in the year,
often attracts more seniors.
Transportation to the event
was free and circulated from campus to Liberty Hall every half hour.
The ticket money raised through
this event went to fund for future
LI events, including formals.
President of LI and junior
Vicky Jhong Chung, believed that
LI events and formals are a great
opportunities for all students to
connect with each other. Chung
explained that while sororities
and fraternities also have formals,
they are primarily open to members of Greek life.
“I think that the type of events
we do help our domestic and
international students become

More than 200 attendees danced in Liberty Hall at Lawrence International’s Fall Formal, their first formal of the year.
Photo by Thao Nguyen

closer and learn about culture,
and at the same time socialize
and have fun,” said Chung. “We
also give the opportunity to every
single person to have a formal off
campus.”
The DJ at the formal played
requests, new hit songs and familiar tunes like “The Cha-Cha Slide”
and “I Like to Move It.” At this

year’s Fall Formal, junior Will
Melnick took photos in front of
a nautical backdrop for students.
These photos were posted on the
event’s Facebook page.
Lawrence International are
hoping to host events in the near
future, such as the Ethnic Dinner
on Oct. 27, where international
students will send in recipes to

Bon Appétit, and various Winter
Break and Spring Break trips. The
Ethnic Dinner and trips are open
to everyones, although LI members will be given priority. In previous years, LI has organized trips
to Chicago and Washington, D.C.
Freshman Annie Penner said
she is looking forward to attending more events like the formal. “I

didn’t really go to most of the fall
events besides the Fall Formal. I
thought that what I went to was
great... [and] really festive. It was
a really great experience to get all
dressed up and that’s most of the
fun of it too,” said Penner.

these shuttles have not been able
to meet the demands of the student body.
Assistant Dean of Students
Campus Life Amy Uecke gave some
insight as to why the shuttles have
been unreliable, saying that shuttle pickup times are “dependent
on the weather conditions, different driving issues and traffic.”
Uecke believed that in the
instance of a significantly late
shuttle, it is up to the student’s
discretion to wait or try to use the
shuttle on a different day. Uecke
stressed that it is not always the
student drivers’ fault for a late
shuttle: “Our drivers do their best
but these kind of things happen.
They just don’t have a lot of control over things like city traffic and
weather.”

Uecke also pointed out a significant problem in the shuttle
system. “Right now we are short
of drivers. So this year, in particular, because of lack of drivers, we
had to cancel some shuttles.”
Many students rely on the
shuttle program for different
reasons. Sophomore Weronika
Gajowniczek said, “Since I don’t
have a car, I feel it is really useful.”
Sophomore Karl Schleevogt
also relies on the shuttle because
it alleviates fees for alternative
methods of transportation. Said
Schleevogt, “I took the shuttle
twice for food and a haircut. It
is really nice to have the shuttle
because the taxi is really expensive here.”
Senior Sasha Ross commented on the limited capacity of the

shuttles. Said Ross, “The school
shuttles are too small and they
don’t come very often.” She also
experienced problems when waiting for the shuttle to arrive: “They
are not on time. You never know
when they will be back.”
Because of its inconsistency,
senior Marty Allen sometimes
opts to pay for public transportation instead of trying to use
Lawrence’s free service. Said
Allen, “The shuttle is so inconvenient... sometimes I have to wait
for half an hour. ” Instead, Allen
said she takes the Appleton city
bus a lot: “I need to pay $1.80, but
it’s worth it.”
Uecke claimed that so far,there
is not a better solution to the
problems with the shuttle service.
However, she stressed that “cer-

tainly if people have feedback and
thoughts about it that can make
it more streamlined, we would
be willing to share these with
our drivers and try to make it a
smoother process.”
Allen suggested that it would
be “so much better if the shuttles
were bigger and came more frequently.”
One solution, hiring more
drivers and running more shuttles
during the shuttle hours, is possible. Uecke stressed that if anyone
is 21 and is an authorized driver,
they are eligible for employment
with the shuttle system.

or dancing experience, the chance
to showcase their unique abilities
and discover different types of
dance.
Furthermore, the troupe performs once a term, showcasing
diverse talents at Lawrence. This
Fall Term, Melee will be performing on Nov. 17, featuring original choreography by several
Lawrence students.
Senior and executive director of Melee Katie Melchior said,
“We’ve been working to move
Melee into a more inclusive way.”
The group invites beginners, professionals, choreographers or anyone looking for a creative outlet
to attend various open classes
throughout the year.
Recent classes have featured a
diverse mix of styles such as folk
dancing, Bollywood and Balinese.
Melee gives its members the

chance to review styles and experiment with new ones, creating an
environment that promotes both
teaching and learning. Melchior
encourages anybody interested to
attend, “wherever you are in your
dance history, regardless of skill
level.”
If you are interested in learning how to dance or want to
expand your dance repertoire,
Melchior encourages you to check
out the public Facebook group
“Dance at Lawrence University”
to keep up to date on new dance
opportunities. Questions about
the group should be directed to
Melchior or the faculty advisor for
the Melee Dance Troupe, Visiting
Professor in Dance Rebecca Salzer.

Shopping shuttle driver shortage aggravates students
By Xue Yan
Staff Writer

____________________________________

Recently delayed or canceled
shopping shuttles have generated
frustration in Lawrentians not
notified of changes to the schedules. For the past two weekends,
the shopping shuttles have been
running behind schedule or have
not even shown up at the pick up
location.
The Lawrence Campus Life
Office provides free shuttles for
students to shopping destinations
that are out of biking or walking
distance, like Woodman’s grocery
store or the mall. These shuttles
are scheduled nearly everyday to
pick up students from the Plantz
Hall parking lot, but recently,

Revival of Melee offers dance classes for all levels
By Angela Butler & Mimi Barney

Staff Writers

____________________________________

The Melee Dance Troupe, a
long-running dance group at
Lawrence University, was revived
this Fall Term after a hiatus last
year. As a campus organization for
the last 20 years, Melee started
off as a group of students who
decided to get together and hold
classes for all types of dance
from contemporary to hip-hop.
Its founders wanted to celebrate
dance as an art form and teach
interested Lawrentians different
dancing styles.
In the hopes of providing a
creative and friendly atmosphere
for dancers, choreographers and
artists of the Lawrence and the
greater Appleton community, the
Melee Dance Troupe provides
everyone, regardless of the level

Juniors Devin Burri and Kelsey Steffens audition for the Melee Fall Show.
Photo by Thao Nguyen
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That was Lawrence
The Rock

Stephen Nordin
Staff Historian

____________________________________

I am certainly not the first
Lawrentian writer to put ink to
paper in pursuit of that campus
enigma—“The Rock.”
A. Arthur Bennett of the Class
of 1895 discovered the four-ton
granite boulder while on a field
trip with Professor D.P. Nicholson
outside the town of New London,
Wisconsin. While that locale is
now known for a pro-Hibernian
faction renaming the town “New
Dublin” around St. Patrick’s Day,
its surroundings feature a variety
of geological oddities.
According to Bennett, they
found this 7,900 pound “pebble”
on the side of the road and “several of the class thought it would
be a fine memorial of the occasion
if it could be transferred to the
campus.”
After finding a horse and
wagon, the students transferred
the boulder to a flatcar and took
advantage of the impressive rail
system in the Fox Valley to bring
it to campus.
What began as a field trip souvenir eventually became the Class
Gift from those who graduated in
1895, much to the approval of the
student body. The July 2, 1895,
issue of The Lawrentian reported that “the class day exercises
were held about a massive gran-

ite boulder which the graduating
class had appropriately placed
upon the university campus and
which bears the inscription, ‘Class
of ‘95’.”
[Author note: Seniors—Please
contact Senior Class President
Andrew Kraemer or, if feeling
brave, embattled Senior Class
Vice-President Tony Darling
to give an actual gift of money.
I doubt they would appreciate a
stone, whatever its historical significance.]
During one of their final
quizzes with “Doc Sammy”—Dr.
Samuel Plantz—the graduating seniors asked if they would
receive their degrees. Plantz
replied: “Oh, your degree is out
on your stone.” Upon examination, the Seniors were surprised to
discover that the inscription was
altered with clay and paint to read
“Asses of ‘95.”
The seniors also guarded the
Rock throughout the night before
Class Day “lest some festive ‘96er
come along and carry the pebble
off and throw it into the river.”
After the rock was vandalized
repeatedly with paint and carvings by students of rival colleges
Carroll and Ripon, the administration decided to dump the Rock
into the Fox behind Ormsby Hall,
nearby the tennis courts on May
11, 1939. However, the traditionminded student body hauled it
back up again during the night.

The boulder disappeared
again on October 8, 1946 with a
sign asserting that the Rock was
“deported to Lower Slobbovia”
appearing in its place. The men of
Beta Theta Pi or Sigma Phi Epsilon
were widely considered to be the
culprits.
By the 1950s, the Rock had a
paper-mâché doppelganger precariously placed on the science
hall by tipsy Phi Taus Richard
Devine, James Ryan and Richard
Holleran. It served as a headstone
for beloved campus cocker spaniel Maxie, who lived at Lawrence
and attended classes from 1942
to 1952. It was thrown into the
Fox in 1955 and buried behind
Brokaw in 1963.
Like all valuable resources,
the Rock fostered competition
between groups for possession
rights. When news of the burial behind Brokaw spread around
campus in 1963, a group of 50
freshmen exhumed it, brought it
to Plantz, and defended it with
wastepaper baskets filled with
water. A group of these students
secretly buried the rock again,
which was covered with a parking lot.
Although some students tried
to bring a pretender, “Rock II,”
to campus, the true boulder was

See The Rock on page 12

Skinny Jeans and Fava Beans

Egyptian food

Deborah Levinson
Columnist

____________________________________

Had you asked me two months
ago what I wanted to be when
I grow up, I would have had no
problem ranting to you about
printmaking or papermaking or
being a master printer. But things
have changed. I’m in a new country, I’ve met new people and I have
new experiences nearly every day.
So I’ve changed my life plan.
I will eat my way across the
world.
I realize this might seem naïve
or even silly. My parents have
always wanted to support my
goals, which means they probably
won’t mind supporting me financially for the rest of my life while I
eat in other countries.
It seems perfectly logical to
me. It’s just a continuation of my
education. I’m all for formal education, but I’m definitely convinced that there are many things
you can’t learn in a classroom.
Clearly I’ve got it all worked out.
If you’re wondering why I’ve
abandoned something I used to
babble on about for hours for a
seemingly unending and unrealistic goal, the answer is Egypt.
Unlike basically all the other

international students I’ve met,
I have yet to get sick in Egypt.
Obviously this means both that
I have a superhuman stomach
and that I can eat anything and
everything I want. And I have.
There’s nothing better than some
street food with my daily freshlysqueezed mango juice and a little
shisha.
Juice stands are everywhere
here. Before I learned the words
for my favorite fruits I would walk
in and point at the fruit I wanted,
but thankfully mango and guava
came pretty early on in my Arabic
lessons. I tried sugar cane juice
for the first time, and watched as
the shop owner literally crushed
and juiced the sugar cane in front
of me.
Normally you stand at a counter and down your glass of juice
right there, but when you want
your juice to go, they pour it into
a plastic bag, add a straw, and tie
a knot around the straw. It’s a bit
janky, though entirely effective.
I’m convinced that drinking fresh
juice out of a plastic bag even
makes it taste better. I don’t think
I’ll ever be able to drink Tropicana
again.
Even though the juice is one
of my absolute favorite things to
consume here, I don’t want to discredit Egyptian food. From street

food to hundred-dollar dinners,
Egyptians know how to eat.
At this point I’ve consumed
a rather large amount of falafel,
and I look forward to two more
months of it. Falafel was first
made in Egypt, though they call
it tamiya, and they know how to
do it right. It’s all about the fava
beans, none of that chickpea stuff.
Since I’ve been in Egypt, my
standards for tahina and babaganoush have risen drastically. I now
understand that however unappealing it sounds, mixing pasta,
rice, chickpeas, lentils and tomato sauce is actually the best late
night food ever. From stuffed
grape leaves to liver, if I’ve seen
it, I’ve tried it. I haven’t yet had
pigeon, but it’s number one on
my list.
My recent foray into Yemeni
food turned out to be the most
mind-blowing and delicious meal,
and provided just the encouragement I needed to leave art behind
and begin my new career.
There’s clearly more out there,
beyond the borders of Egypt. Even
beyond Africa and the Middle
East. And I will find it. I will eat
my way across the globe.
But if I do get a parasite, at
least I’ll have something interesting to write about.

Specht Pages
Fun times at Bon Appétit
Kevin Specht
Columnist

____________________________________

It amazes me when I hear
people say that they are sick of
eating at Andrew Commons. To
me, there are so many options to
choose from—back home did any
of you have meatloaf night every
Wednesday?
Perhaps what has kept me
from getting bored with the food
in the commons is the combinations and secrets that I enjoy and
will now publicly share:
The soft serve ice cream does
lack that certain something. Some
call it flavor; I think it’s pretty
good, though. But it’s amazing if
you mix in some yogurt! Also, try
adding cinnamon in the vanilla ice
cream for an added kick!
Have you ever seen an ice
cream man? I don’t mean the kind
that drives trucks while playing
children’s songs; I mean the edible
kind that I invented. Here’s how
you do it in 5 easy steps:
1. Put a cookie on a plate.
2. Squeeze out some soft serve
ice cream on the cookie—aim for

a blob that’s at least five inches
tall.
3. Break a chop stick in half
and insert each half into the sides
of the ice cream, for the arms.
Also, while you’re at it, be sure to
read the chopsticks package for
some entertainingly-bad English.
4. Stick on M&Ms for eyes.
5. Stick an Oreo chunk on for
the mouth.
The cakes can get a bit boring—I know. Try putting it in a
bowl with milk. It makes a delicious, soupy mess.
Cookies can’t be eaten at room
temperature, am I right? Well,
you have three options to fix that
problem:
1.
Put cookies in the panini press. Some people say that it
makes the cookies taste like sandwiches, but I vehemently deny it!
If you feel the need to keep your
cookie separate from the other
food remnants, you can put it in a
wrap first!
2.
You can put cookies in
the waffle iron (but I wouldn’t

See Specht Pages on page 9

personality
supplements
One sexy Halloween

Micha Saxton
Columnist

____________________________________

I used to love Halloween.
Before middle school, it really
was the best: caramel apples, horror movies, dressing up as some
unholy combo of a spice girl and a
zombie all for the sake of begging
strangers for candy that Mother
would be too paranoid to let us eat
the next morning.
It was heaven and by far my
favorite holiday of the year, only
to be eclipsed by the magic that
is Gay Pride Weekend once my
sister came out a few years into
high school.
There was a pivotal moment
between 7th and 8th grade when
I realized Halloween had transformed from an excuse to eat all
the candy in sight to an excuse
to dress like a total whore with
no repercussions. Oh the joys of
expressing adolescent sexual curiosity, if only for one night of the
year!
Sad thing is this introduction into “sexy” costumes ruined
Halloween forever. Suddenly, just
like every other facet of my precollege world, how I looked mattered more than life itself.
I could no longer throw some
chocolate and toilet paper all over
myself and call it a mummy. No, I
had to look good. I was 13! This
was important, someone might
kiss me!
But, goddamn it, if I see another sexy sheep herder or kitten
or French maid I’ll throw paint

on them PETA style while shrieking something about their loss of
dignity while completely missing
the irony.
But if I was to do sexy today,
these gems would be at the top
of my list:
Sexy Hipster Grandma with
optional nudity via sagging tits
and wrinkled naughty bits.
Sexy Female Version of
Boyfriend including his beard and
drinking habits.
Sexy Used Condom: If innuendo is what you’re going for, you
might as well just cut to the chase,
considering how drunk people
tend to be at these sorts of parties.
Sexy Mona Lisa, because nothing is sacred anymore.
Sexy Bacon. Everyone loves
bacon, but it’s only legit if you
come with bacon smell.
Sexy Urinal, complete with
urinal cake and the knowledge
that some drunken fool will take
this costume literally.
Sexy Jock Strap, for the football enthusiast in you!
Sexy Fruit Bat. Everyone read
Stellaluna as a child. Bonus Flip,
Flitter, and Flap option for group
costumes.
Sexy Ren & Stimpy. This would
require a friend, and bitch I call
Ren, but I’d love to see this duo
done complete with headgear and
catchphrases. Bonus points if one
of you goes as “Nurse Stimpy.”
Sexy Beer Pong Ball, just
because.
Carry a sign that says “Sexy
Costume.”

The opinions expressed in this section are those of the students, faculty and community members who wrote them. All facts are as provided by the
authors. The Lawrentian does not endorse any opinions piece except for the staff editorial, which represents a majority of the editorial board. The
Lawrentian welcomes everyone to submit their own opinions using the parameters outlined in the masthead.
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Cross country competes at UW-Oshkosh Invitational
Alex York
Staff Writer
_____________________________________
In what was perhaps a total
one-eighty turn from the previous week’s home meet’s weather
and the style of the meet, the
Lawrence University Vikings
Cross Country teams were able to
deliver at UW-Oshkosh’s Brooks
Invitational last Saturday, one of
the premier Division III meets in

the country. The Lawrence teams
battled through the rain and the
mud to perform well against stiff
competition.
The race-day weather caused
many problems. Head Coach Jason
Fast remarked, “We were put in a
weird place of being delayed by
lightning.” He stated, “On top of
that in order to get the women’s
race in without being delayed,
they started the women two minutes behind the men so there were

Clare Bruning. Photo courtesy of Paul Wilke

over 1,000 runners on the course
at the same time.” Nevertheless,
despite the cold, mud and rain,
Fast described the conditions as,
“perfect Viking weather.”
On the men’s side there were
several strong performances, but
the players are still lacking the
consistency as a team that they
showed last year. In a field of over
500 runners, junior Curran Carlile
set the pace for the Vikings, taking
67th place with his time of 26:16.
Behind him was sophomore Kyle
Dockery, who finished the 8,000m
in 27:46. Running alongside him
was junior Dan Thoresen, who
finished a second behind him in
27:47. This was Thoresen’s second
strong performance in as many
weeks—exhibiting his improvement from last season. Junior
Jamie Brisbois finished several
seconds behind him with a time
of 27:50. Sophomore Pat Mangan
stepped up from recent weeks to
run a 28:17, and wrapped up the
scoring for the Viking men.
On the women’s side, freshman Clare Bruning once again
lead the charge for the Vikings.
Finishing 65th overall, she cov-

ered the 6,000m in 23:26. The
women’s race also featured over
500 runners. Behind Bruning was
junior Katherine Dannecker, who
finished in 25:14. Third for the
Vikings was junior Alyssa Herman,
who finished right in front of
freshman Liz Landes. Their times
were 26:12 and 26:14, respectively. Herman had a strong race and
was able to help the overall team
score. Freshman Cora Williams
crossed the line in 26:24 in an
impressive performance for her
as well.
Overall, Fast was pleased
with the showing: “The women
have shown great improvement
every meet this year and our men
haven’t been as consistent, but we
are starting to see runners step
up who have had trouble doing so
in the past, which is a great sign
moving forward to the conference
championship.”
Both teams are looking forward to the big race, which takes
place next weekend on Oct. 27.
Fast noted, “Both teams are very
ready and are looking forward to
it.”

Volleyball beats Beloit, falls to Ripon, Lake Forest
John Revis
Staff Writer
_____________________________________
The Lawrence University
volleyball team was hard at work
last week, taking on three games
in six days. The Vikings hosted
the Ripon College Red Hawks on
October 9 and lost 3-1 (25-22,
22-25, 25-23, 25-23). After the
disappointing home loss, the team
traveled to Beloit College to take
on the Buccaneers on October 12
and pulled out a victory. Lawrence
swept them 3-0 (25-13, 25-17, 2522).
The following day, the Vikings
traveled to play the tough Lake
Forest College Foresters and came
up short. Lawrence fell to a score
of 3-0 (25-18, 25-19, 25-15).
The Vikings’ overall record now
stands at 6-13 with a 1-4 record in
Midwest Conference play.
Against Ripon, the Vikings
took on a very energized team.
Each set was a battle, decided by
three points or less. After coming
back to win the second set to tie
the match, the Vikings established
a 14-7 lead in the third set. The
momentum drastically shifted
as Ripon went on to score seven
of the next eight points. The
teams traded leads the rest of

the way, but at crunch time, the
Red Hawks found a way to get
it done. Junior Betsy Sorensen
led Lawrence with 14 kills and
freshman Megan Conley added 11
kills. Junior Kathleen Rowland had
35 digs, and junior Diane McLeod
recorded 44 assists.
In match one of a weekend
road trip, Lawrence easily handled
Beloit and swept them in three
sets. Only the third set was close
as it was decided by three points.
Many Vikings got in on the action
as three players added eight
or more kills. Freshman Terese
Swords recorded 13 kills as senior
Jenna Picha added 10 and Conley
pitched in 8. McLeod notched 37
assists, which put her at 2,007 for
her career and makes her second
on the Lawrence all time career
assists list. Rowland contributed
14 digs and Sorensen added three
blocks.
In the second match of the
weekend road trip, Lawrence ran
into a talented Lake Forest team
and never could get any rhythm
going. Swords and Conley each
had seven kills. McLeod picked up
21 assists and Rowland recorded
15 digs.
Picking up one win in that
important stretch of conference
games certainly was not what

the Vikings had hoped for.
Commenting on the Lake Forest
game, senior Emma Kane noted,
“They came out in control of
the match and maintained it
throughout. They competed well
and we didn’t. It was their senior
day and they were coming off a
tough loss the night before, so
the team came out strong and
ready to compete. We just weren’t
prepared to rise to that challenge.”
Despite the losses, the
Vikings still have important games
up ahead against conference
opponents. While they find

themselves toward the bottom
of the standings, anything can
happen down the stretch and
Lawrence is certainly looking to
pick up some victories. Junior
Kate Rosenbalm added, “Everyone
needs to step up and embrace the
position they are put in. From
here, we have to keep our heads
up and not dwell on our losses.
We’re excited for our three game
home stand.”
The Vikings next games are
Oct. 19 against Knox and Oct. 20
against Monmouth, both are at
Alexander Gymnasium.

competition, but missed wide on
his first shot and was shut down
by Lawrence senior Kevin Aslett
with a great save on his second
a minute later. The Vikings soon
retaliated with two shots of their
own, delivered by sophomore
Darry Israel and junior Cameron
Pieper, but neither was successful
in finding the net. Ripon sophomore James Niescier fired unsuccessfully toward the goal in the
17th minute, the last Red Hawk
attempt of the first period. Israel
and Pieper each supplied another
shot before the half, but Ripon
junior Daniel Mikesell saved both
to keep the score at 0-0.
The close rivalry continued
into the second period. Viking
defense prevented the Red Hawks

from targeting the goal until well
into the 59th minute of play,
when senior Nick Zupan shot and
missed wide.
Lawrence
junior
Dan
O’Mahoney struck back a few minutes later with a high shot of his
own, but Ripon was persistent the
rest of the half with overshots by
junior Matthew Lange and senior
Marco Rhein, and a hopeful shot
by junior Taylor Smith that Aslett
saved at 71:47. LU senior David
Caprile was blocked in his attempt
on the goal at 76:29, and Ripon’s
Mikesell saved Pieper’s last shot
three minutes before the end of
the period.
The rain and the pressure
were pounding the backs of the
Vikings as they entered overtime.

Pieper brought two more shots
to Ripon’s front door, but neither
made its way in. Aslett saved
another attempt on the Viking
goal by Zupan at 97:17, but with
three seconds left in the game
disaster struck in the form of a
game-winning header by Smith
off an assist credited to freshman
Calvin Manuel and senior Alvaro
Calle. Smith’s first goal of the season brought the final score to 1-0,
a victory for the Red Hawks.
Lawrence, 6-6-1 overall and 3-3-1 in the Midwest
Conference after the loss to Ripon,
took on the Titans (5-3-3) of
UW-Oshkosh on Tuesday, Oct. 16,
and will play back-to-back MWC
games at Grinnell and Cornell this
weekend.

Standings
School

MWC Overall

Footballl
Lake Forest
St. Norbert
Illinois Col.
Carroll
Cornell
Monmouth
Grinnell
Ripon
Lawrence
Knox
Beloit

6-0
5-1
4-1
3-2
3-2
3-2
2-3
2-3
1-4
1-5
0-6

6-1
5-2
5-1
4-2
3-3
3-3
2-4
2-4
1-5
1-6
0-7

7-0-1
5-1
5-2
3-1-1
3-2-1
3-4
2-3-2
2-4
2-4
1-5-1
0-7

11-4-1
5-6-1
9-4-1
8-3-2
5-6-3
8-5-1
6-7-2
6-6-1
3-10
2-10-1
3-11

7-1
5-1-1
4-2
3-2-1
3-3-1
3-3
2-3-1
2-4-1
1-3-2
1-3-2
0-6-1

11-3-1
7-6-1
9-3
3-9-1
6-7-1
6-6-1
7-5-2
4-7-1
5-6-2
4-7-3
0-12-1

Women’s Soccer
Lake Forest
Grinnell
Carroll
St. Norbert
Monmouth
Ripon
Illinois Col.
Beloit
Lawrence
Cornell
Knox
Men’s Soccer

Anne Leung. Photo courtesy of Paul Wilke

Lake Forest *
Carroll
Beloit
Monmouth
Lawrence
Grinnell
Illinois Col.
Ripon
Knox
St. Norbert
Cornell

* - Qualify for MWC Tournament

Ripon Red Hawks clinch win against men’s soccer
Clare Bruning
Staff Writer
_____________________________________

Last week, the Lawrence
University men’s soccer team
suffered in dismal weather. The
Vikings fell in a close game to
Ripon College, and the opportunity to bounce back in a nonconference game against Edgewood
College was postponed due to
weather conditions.
On Tuesday, Oct. 9, the
Vikings travelled to Ripon to
take on the Red Hawks in a cold,
constant rain. The teams were
evenly matched and fought fiercely throughout the game. Ripon
junior Austin Van Treeck aimed for
the goal within the first minutes of

Statistics are courtesy of
www.lawrence.edu and www.
midwestconference.org
and are current as of
October 16, 2012.
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St. Norbert beats football
Jenny Angeli
Staff Writer
_____________________________________
It was another tough week
for the Vikings as they headed to
St. Norbert College to take on the
Green Knights. The Green Knights
came onto the field intense and
ready to play. They led the Vikings
35-0 after the first quarter and
45-0 at the end of the half. Despite
their usual hard work ethic and
preparation leading up to the
game, the Vikes continued to fall
apart in the second half.
Lawrence did score a touchdown and complete the extra
point in the third quarter but the
Green Knights were not finished.
They held the Vikes to only 120
rushing yards and then went on to
score even more touchdowns and
end the game with a score of 79-7.
Even though it was an unfortunate game for the Vikes, senior
Ben Hartman stated, “A team
strength this week was picking
each other up no matter how bad
the game got.” He also added, “Our
weakness was that we got accustomed to taking hits, and although
we did a good job of getting up
and continuing to play, we needed to establish a more actively
physical mentality of attacking
our opponent instead of waiting
for the blow.” Junior Sam Wagner
added, “We just didn’t match the
other team’s intensity when we
were out on the field.”
More problems occurred for

the Vikings when injuries seemed
ran rampant throughout the
game. Wagner came out from a
tackle with a broken hand and
senior Nick Randall went down
with a torn ACL, just to name a
few. These injuries did take a toll
on the Vikings’ game.
Hartman stated, “Injuries are
never an easy thing to deal with,
especially the magnitude of these
specific injuries and who they
happened to, but it’s just one of
those things the team has to face
together and overcome, both for
the person who is hurt and for
the good of the team in general.”
Wagner then added, “It took a
toll on our defense, definitely. It
will be interesting to see what
Coach Agnes has up his sleeve for
our upcoming game with so many
players out.”
Though it was a rough weekend, a few players definitely made
stand-out plays for their team.
Wagner thought that freshman
Akeem Williams should be team
MVP this weekend for his outstanding touchdown pass, which
was his first collegiate touchdown
pass. Hartman thought Wagner
deserved the MVP title: “He
played his heart out like he does
every Saturday, and even after he
got hurt he was still one of the
more verbal guys on the sideline
cheering the rest of the team on.”
The next game for the Vikings
will be a home game this Saturday,
Oct. 20 at 1 p.m.

Athlete of the week
by: Amanda Ollerer

Jenna Picha: Volleyball
1) What has been your favorite
part of this season and why?
My favorite part of this season was our trip to Washington
D.C. and Virginia Beach. It was
a great bonding experience and
a chance to play some teams
we have never seen before.
However, I also enjoy when our
Assistant Coach Darrin puts on
the championship belt during
pre-game introductions.

2) What are your goals for the
rest of the season?
My goal for the rest of the
season is to make the best of
what I have left in my collegiate
career. Also, I would very much
like to beat St. Norbert.

3) What has been a highlight
Photo by Paul Wilke
from playing on the LU volleyball team?
The highlight of my career would definitely be the breast cancer
awareness match against UW-Eau Claire my freshmen year. They were ranked 17th in the nation and it
was the craziest game ever. We beat them in three, and then they cried.
4) If you could have dinner with anyone from the women’s soccer team, who would it be and
why?
Ellie Galvin... enough said.

5) If you were stuck on a deserted island with anyone from your team, who would it be with and
why?
Taylor Tomaszewski. That girl could probably outlive Bear Grylls in the wild.

Ripon Red Hawks soar past LU women’s soccer in MWC play
Erik Soderlund
Staff Writer
_____________________________________
The Ripon Red Hawks soared
passed the Lawrence Vikings
this week with a 2-0 victory in
their MWC game. It was a cold
Wednesday afternoon game, 45
degrees and windy in front of
40 faithful fans. Lawrence, on
a five-game-long losing streak,
prepared to face an opponent
with a slightly worse record in

conference but better overall
record. Many Lawrence players
were confident before the game
and very optimistic for a win.
It was evident the Vikings
were tired of the results from the
past couple games and looked very
strong in the opening minutes of
this one. There were hard fought
battles in every area of the field.
In the 22nd minute, Lawrence had
a slight lapse in structure on the
defensive end, allowing the Red

Hawks to fly by and net the first
goal of the game through freshman
forward Brandi Peltier on a
breakaway. The Vikings had faced
a lot of adversity similar to this in
past games, and proved to be very
discouraged by early goals, but in
this game it didn’t seem to faze
them. They kept on fighting hard
through the half, trying to create
some sort of opportunity to tie it
up. Unfortunately another setback
came in the 42nd minute through

Ripon sophomore midfielder Kali
Doerr, who was left all alone to
squeeze in the second goal of the
game on another breakaway.
In the second half Lawrence
faced an uphill battle not
unfamiliar to them, but they
stuck with it and fought fire
with fire. Instead of sitting back
and letting their opponents
dominate, the Vikings went on
the offense. Freshman defender
Genna Matt played a huge role as

she shadowed Ripon’s and one
of the conference’s best players,
Peltier. A frustrated Ripon coach
substituted the star player
further enabling Lawrence to
push forward. Despite valiant
efforts, the Vikings were still shut
out 2-0. Lawrence suffered their
sixth straight loss; however, the
difference in effort this game was

a competition.
The entire team came out
and performed the pageant dance
to “Party in the USA” by Miley
Cyrus. Shortly after the dance
performance was over, the first
elimination round took place
Junior
Dom
Bouressa,
sophomore
Luke
Zablocki,
sophomore Nick Fillbach, junior
Taylor Mandich, junior Sam
Wagner, senior Ben Hartman,

senior Jed Oestreich, senior
Ben Rabenn, sophomore Jake
Zdrojewski, junior Bob Jones,
senior Gus Bishop, freshman Pat
Pierson, freshman Brady Busha
and senior Tyler Mazur were in
the final fourteen.
The next round focused on
talent. Dom came onto the stage
first where he cleaned a shotgun
blindfolded while at the same
time “puttin the gravy on da

biscuits.” Zablocki ate 50 pounds
of mushrooms. Fillbach came out
into the spotlight and immediately
made everything awkward. Taylor
Mandich did multiple Italian
impersonations,
while
Sam
Wagner belly danced. Hartman’s
talent was to be able to be overly
excited about everything, and Jed
O played local channels through
his ears for the audience to see.
Rabenn sung the song from the

Catalina Wine Mixer scene from
the movie “Stepbrothers.”
Jake Z. was able to laugh
obnoxiously at things that were not
funny while reciting all the lines
from the movie “The Notebook.”
Bob Jones shaved his face and
was able to grow it back in 12
minutes, and Gus Bishop showed

semifinals in their flights.
Geoffrey
competed
as
Lawrence’s number 3 singles
player,
defeating
Cornell’s
Samantha De Gannes in a three
set match. She lost the first set
1-6 and claimed the next two with
the third set ending in a 10-8 tie
break. Geoffrey moved through
the
quarterfinals,
defeating
Lake Forest’s Grace Dowling in
two sets 6-2, 6-4. Geoffrey fell
to Grinnell’s Constanza Alacron
in the semifinals, who later
went on to win the singles flight

3 finals. Heeren competed as
Lawrence’s number 6 player for
the MWC championships. Heeren
moved through the first round
by defeating Knox player Emiley
Brand 6-0, 6-1. She then topped
Emily Rabin from Lake Forest
6-4,6-2 to take the quarterfinals,
but fell in the semifinals to
Grinnell’s Julia Rumley who was
the eventual champion of the
number 6 singles.
In the doubles competition,
Lawrence’s number 3 doubles
sophomores Christina Schaupp

and Tess Vogel advanced the
furthest for the Vikings, making
it to the semifinals. The women
topped
Cornell’s
Claudia
Landsman and Phoebe Milner in
two sets 7-5, 6-1. The two then
fell in the semifinals to Carroll’s
number 3 doubles in three sets.
The first set was lost 7-6 with a 7-4
tie break, but the duo came back to
take the second set 2-6, only to fall
6-4 in the third set to solidify the
Carroll win. Lawrence’s number 2
doubles juniors Polly Dalton and
Gayatri Malhotra defeated a Ripon

duo 6-1, 6-2, but fell to Cornell’s
De Gannes and Kara Middleton
in three sets. The women took
the first set 2-6, but lost 6-3 and
6-4 in the following two sets. The
Viking number one doubles pair of
freshman Ali Heiring and Geoffrey
did not advance past their firstround match.
Lawrence has placed third
for their fall season in the North
division, after Carroll and St.
Norbert. The team came out 2-2
for conference and 8-6 overall,
concluding their fall season.

See W. Soccer on page 9

Inside the Locker Room: with the Lawrence University football team
Ellie Galvin
Staff Writer
_____________________________________
Last weekend the Lawrence
University men’s football team
competed in a beauty pageant
at Alexander Gymnasium. This
actually didn’t happen, but
the following responses were
generated by the team when
asked what would happen in such

See Locker Room on page 12

Women’s tennis competes at Conference Championships
Mackenzie Dwyer
Staff Writer
_____________________________________
Lawrence’s women’s tennis
team traveled to Madison this
weekend to battle it out in the
Midwest Conference Singles/
Doubles Championship at Nielsen
Tennis Stadium.
For the singles competition,
sophomore Hannah Geoffrey
and sophomore Melissa Heeren
advanced the furthest for the
Vikings, both traveling to the
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Lawrence campus job market:
Andrew
Commons
dish room
worker
Tyler Kundinger
By Jasmine Winters
Photo by Hannah Plummer

Viking Room Bartenders
Caleb Stellmach and Jake Johnson
By Jeff Mollet

Photo by Jasmine Winters

1) Can you explain the job, general
aspects, expectations, etc.?
CALEB: I got hired as a freshman. They usually hire Spring Term and you start out as
a carder and bar back, meaning checking
IDs and getting ice. You have to take an
online class on liquor laws in Wisconsin in
order to get your bartending license. Once
you pass, you get a certificate and take it
to City Hall. You pay them $75 and you get
the license. The older bartenders taught me
how things worked—you just follow their
example. I remember my first bartending
shift was during reunion weekend, which
is one of the busiest nights of the whole
year—trial by fire for sure. It was a little
stressful—I was still learning how to make
the drinks while about 200 alumni were
waiting in line.
JAKE: Fifty to 60 kids apply for VR positions
every spring. They prefer to have younger
students come in so that they can get a lot
of experience over four years. I had eight
years of food experience going into it so
that helped a lot—that’s probably why I
got the job.

at first. The Old Fashioned used to make me
pee myself. There are three different books
and lists on the wall. I still don’t know all
the LU drinks.

3) Why did you seek out the job?
CALEB: As a freshman, the only way I could
get in the VR was if I worked there. It’s a
lot of fun—you get to socialize with your
friends and still get paid. It’s a good skill to
have for a philosophy major—so I can have
a job after I graduate.
JAKE: Regardless of whatever job I was
going to have I was going to have to work
weeks and weekends. First off, bartending
makes a decent amount of money. It is also
nice to be able to work at a place where you
get to see your friends and be in a friendly
atmosphere. It’s a relatively easy job—making drinks; keeping the bar clean is a little
harder.

7) What’s your best memory working at
the VR?
CALEB: Mr. Larry-U—it’s crazy and it’s
stressful but it’s hilarious to just watch the
show—senior streak, etc. Last year, someone threw up on the bar, which was disgusting, but still kind of funny. Also I was closing
one night last year and I broke a window—I
literally put my palm through the glass. It
was slightly embarrassing—I was bleeding
for at least an hour.
JAKE: Larry-U last year. A specific senior
refused to put his clothes on after senior
streak and wanted to come back into the
bar.

2) Did you have any prior experience as
a bartender?
CALEB: Nope. I worked in a nursing home
kitchen before. Food service experience
helps.
JAKE: I never bartended before aside for
myself!

4) Was it difficult to memorize all the
drinks?
CALEB: It takes a little bit of time to memorize everything and to know the proportions of the different liquors in a mixed
drink so that it tastes good. It took me about
a month and a half working once or twice a
week before I really felt like I knew what I
was doing.
JAKE: I was overwhelmed with all the drinks

5) Let’s talk about tips. How’s the pay?
CALEB: We get paid the same amount as
everyone else—minimum wage, except we
get tips. Tips can be good or bad, but there
is always something. The cash tips get split
at the end of every shift. Kevin takes care
of credit card tips—those get split amongst
everyone who worked that day. My best tip
experience was during reunion weekend—
I made $120. But that only happens when
there are a lot of alumni.

Communications
Graphic Designer
Emily Zawacki
By Megan Farrer

6) What are the frustrating and rewarding aspects of the job?
CALEB: The unpleasant things about the
job are working nights and weekends and
it sometimes sucks dealing with drunk people—people can get rude. Sometimes you’re
closing on Saturday night, which is 11-2
a.m. If it’s a good night you get out right at
2, if it’s a bad night you get out at 2:30 a.m.
The rewarding part is that the environment
is great and you get to socialize while you
work. It’s fun to make drinks when your
friends are there. It’s not like being at the
library or working at a desk. You meet a fair
amount of alumni and you get to hear a lot
of funny stories. They always say, ‘wow, [the
VR] looks exactly the same.’

8) Would you recommend the job and
to who?
CALEB: Definitely. People who have food
service experience tend to do well, and
people who aren’t committed to a lot of
other clubs make it easier for the mangers
to work out scheduling. We don’t have a set
schedule so busy people are hard to fit into

See Bartenders on page 7

Photo by Megan Farrer

1) What do you do for the communications
office?
I will work on posters that they give me.
Official Lawrence University posters, or other
jobs, like programs for conservatory events
and other university needs.
2) What skills do you need for the job?
Primarily knowing InDesign, since almost all
projects are done using this software. Also,
you kind of need to know Photoshop for some
of the more design-intensive projects.

3) How did you learn those skills?
I worked on my newspaper in high school
and we used InDesign there so I taught myself
everything. Starting in junior high, I started
teaching myself all kinds of design things,
including Photoshop.
4) What is a typical workday like?
I’ll come in and ask my boss whatever design

jobs are needed. I usually get a file that contains all the information about the project.
Then I go into InDesign and create everything
from scratch and lay out everything and make
it pretty.

5) What is your favorite part of the job?
I really like having a job like this because this
is also something that I’d do for fun, and I get
paid to learn more real-world skills.
6) What is your least favorite part of the
job?
Sometimes it can be difficult to think up new
designs for posters, and it can be pretty time
consuming to make just one poster.

7) What project are you most proud of?
The Big Event poster for Gym Class Heroes. It
was kind of an honor that they asked me to

See Designer on page 7
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Students work to learn at LU
1) What’s the one thing you wish other
students knew about the dish room?
I would like them to know not to stack the
plates so high. We would do so much better
if people would be considerate and sort the
silverware and dump the ice out of their ice
packs.
2) What does it take to work in the dish
room?
It is hard work. It is not sitting at the info
desk, nothing against that. You have to enjoy
hard work. It takes flexibility when you get
new challenges throughout the shift. And it
takes physical and mental endurance.
3) What have you learned from working
in the dish room?
It is never clean enough. It is really the blood
and the brain of the Bon Appetite operation.
When it goes well everything goes well.

4) If you sum up the dish room in one
word, what would it be and why?
Tough, it is tough in every way. It’s loud, it is
hard to communicate. It is hard work physically. It is unpredictable. There are so many
pieces of equipment that could fail at any
moment. It’s tough.

5) If the dish room had a mascot, who or
what would it be?
It would probably be, like, one of those
sponges with a soft yellow side and a hard
green side. It would be talking and have
gloves. When it was on the yellow side it
would be all happy and the green side would
be like “Everything’s dirty.”

6) How would you describe the working
environment?
It is probably the most social job because
you can just talk and talk and talk. No one
will ever tell you to stop talking if you are
getting work done. It is super loud which
can be a hazard. And also it can be tense.
7) What is your biggest pet peeve while
working?
People who are just afraid of manual labor;
this is not sitting at a desk.

8) Were you ever grossed out while working in the dish room?
I really don’t think so, actually. I should be
grossed out entirely. I used to the pull the
trash and filth out of the gutter by hand and
that used to gross me out. The smell can
be nauseating for some. I personally don’t
think so.

Information Technology
Lab Runner
Jamie Brisbois

By Katherine Dannecker
1) How did you start working at IT?
I started working at IT sophomore year, when
a senior on the cross country team, Sam
Estrem, told me about some job openings.
2) Why do you like working at IT?
I like the flexibility of my shifts, as I have
between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. to complete the
work, and the IT department is full of extremely nice staff.

3) What’s the best part about being a lab
runner?
The best part about being a lab runner is
either the ability to zone out for a couple
hours while I’m walking around campus filling printers, or always having access to plain
white paper if I need it.

is having to carry all the paper. The easiest
part is probably that you often don’t have to
do much more than just carry a few reams of
paper across campus.
7) What will you do with your newfound
fame from The Lawrentian?
Are you saying I’m not famous right now?
8) If you could travel anywhere, where
would you go and why?
I want to go to Norway to see some fjords.

5) Do you think it’s easy to manage having
a campus job?
I think it is easy to manage having an oncampus job, as long as you don’t take on too
many hours.

Bartenders

continued from page 7
the schedule.
JAKE: I would recommend this job to hard
workers who don’t have a very packed schedule. When hiring we do look to represent all
of campus—whether it is someone on the
football team or in the art department, etc.—

Art Dept. Nude Models
Zach Bartylla and Andrew Rodriguez
By Jeff Mollet
1) We understand you get naked, but
can you explain your job in a little more
detail—the expectations, the poses, etc.?
ZACH: I’ve done the Wriston Art Collective
and the classes. The WAC is a little bit more
relaxed in the sense that there are less
people and I have more freedom with the
poses; I can guide the club. With the drawing classes I have an outline of what to do:
a 30 second pose, then one minute, then
two minutes, then five minutes and so on. I
do standing, sitting, lying, etc. Prior to the
session I usually do some yoga to loosen up
because you have to hold some positions
for a long time.
ANDREW: They’ll usually give you the type
of pose they want, but it’s really up to you—
you have a lot of freedom. I think a lot of it
has to do with the fact that you’re naked in
front of a group of people so in many ways,
you’re in control. Everyone is really respectful of what you want to do. It makes the
process a lot more comfortable.

2) Did you have prior experience nude
modeling?
ZACH: No, none at all. I mean, a little bit of
streaking here and there, but that is much
different from nude modeling.
ANDREW: No. I really like getting naked—
that’s basically it.

3) Why did you seek out the job?
ZACH: I did it at first for the thrill, and then
it evolved into a good way to become more
comfortable with myself—whether you’re
self-conscious or not, it’s a nice experience
to further your comfort level, to further
your confidence. It pays well, too—I think
it is $8.50/hour, and then you get paid for
changing time as well.
ANDREW: It was a good opportunity to do
it for the purposes of art and to put myself
in a position that I think most people are
uncomfortable with. Like I said before, I
enjoy being naked, but I wasn’t sure how
I would feel in that scenario. It was really
fantastic.

4) How many jobs do you have in addition
to this one? What is your favorite/preferred job?
I am also a Lab TA for the Introductory Physics
Lab. I don’t like one better than the other necessarily, as it’s nice to zone out while running
paper, but it’s also fun to play with physics
labs but not have to do the lab reports.

6) What’s the hardest part about being a
lab runner? Easiest?
The hardest part about being a lab runner

Photo by Hannah Plummer

Photo by Katherine Dannecker

that’s what the VR is for: a place for every
Lawrentian to let loose and feel at home.

9) Things to look forward to at the VR?
CALEB: The canoe give away is happening
this term sometime in November. Tues-Thurs,
if you buy a Leinenkugel’s product you get
a drawing for the Leinie’s canoe. There is a
Halloween party on the 31st: There will be
fish bowls.

4) Wriston seems to struggle finding a
lot of models in general. To what would
you attribute that most?
ANDREW: I can’t speak so much for the
female models simply because I haven’t

Designer

continued from page 7
do an event of that caliber and seeing the
posters blown up to really big sizes was
really cool.

had this conversation with them, but I think
what it really boils down to and what can
be applied to both sexes is that even if you
feel comfortable with your body, it’s totally
different when you’re in front of a group of
people.

5) Do you get fatigued?
ZACH: Absolutely. Sometimes it’s hard to
gauge how it’s going to feel or how quickly
you’re going to tense up. I definitely recommend stretching beforehand.
ANDREW: It is really fatiguing—even lying
down in one position for more than five
minutes, the floor begins to feel insufferable. At the same time, that is why I really
enjoy it—feeling all the subtleties in my feet
and my back. I get more in touch with my
body. I learn to feel something and let it go.

6) Would you recommend the job and
why?
ZACH: Definitely. I don’t think it can backfire
on you. It’s really cool to see the final project. The main thing you take away from it is
accepting yourself for who you are.
ANDREW: Yes, I would recommend it to
everyone. Once you do it you feel so great—
it is a rush of adrenaline that I have never
experienced prior. In a utilitarian sense,
there aren’t any consequences that come
from it. I haven’t had any epiphanies walking away from nude modeling, but that feeling of adrenaline in the moment is totally
worth it. I think it has had positive effects
on my life afterwards—I can’t interpret
what those feelings are, but it is a unique
opportunity that I think everyone should
experience.
7) What’s your advice for interested people? Did you have first-day jitters, and
how did you overcome them?
ZACH: I drank a glass of wine before my first
session. My advice is don’t fight it—completely give yourself away to it. Don’t think
about what it looks like—just give in.
ANDREW: Don’t drink a glass of wine. Just
go for it. It is a beautiful experience on its
own. If you feel the impulse, just do it—you
would be benefitting the art department
because they always need models and you
would be benefitting yourself.

8) Has this job helped you improve your
design skills?
The job has definitely helped improve my
design skills because I’m learning InDesign
more and I’m learning how to make posters aesthetically pleasing and convey information in the best possible way.
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Choir Concert provides a taste of things to come
By Bryan Cebulski
Staff Writer

____________________________________

The Lawrence University
Choirs convened in the Memorial
Chapel Friday, Oct. 12 to perform an hour-long concert.
Associate Professor of Music and
Co-Director of Choral Studies
Phillip A. Swan and Assistant
Professor and Co-director of
Choral Studies Stephen M. Sieck
conducted the performance, and
many talented students sang a
dozen eclectic songs for the audience.
Viking Chorale is by far the
largest choir, with 99 members.
Only fitting, seeing as how it
encourages all students with a
soft spot for vocal performance to
participate.
With Sieck conducting, they
kick-started the event singing
“Herbst” by Chicago-born composer Joan Szymko. They were
accompanied by mezzo-soprano
Associate Professor of Music and
Teacher of Voice Karen LeighPost, and super-senior pianist
Marshall Cuffe.
Subsequently, they sang
“Antiphon” from Ralph Vaughan
Williams’ Five Mystical Songs,
accompanied by super-senior
organist Daniel O’Connor.
The Chorale was then replaced
by Cantala, Lawrence’s women’s
choir, which is co-conducted by
both Sieck and Swan. The women
sang the sublime “O Pastorelle,
Addio” from Umberto Giordano’s
“Andrea Chénier,” the splendid
and dreamy “Morning Moon”
by Philip E. Silvey, the haunting
“Full Fathom Five” by Paul Carey
and the percussive and forward
“Satamasho” by Otar Taktakishvili.
Cantala is currently made up
of 37 women, most of whom are

freshmen or sophomores. Like
the other choirs, Cantala welcomed many newcomers this
year, such as transfer student
Kirsten O’Donnell and freshman
Mackenzie Rech.
Rech commented, “It was really incredible singing with all the
ladies in Cantala. Everyone in the
group is individually talented,
which makes for a great sound
when we come together. And both
the conductors are really great!
The experience made me really
happy that I chose to continue to
pursue choral music in college!”
After these wonderful four

Cantala performs accompanied by Tony Capparelli
Photo by Elizabeth Landes

pieces, Cantala merged with the
Concert Choir for one song. They
performed “Calling my Children
Home,” arranged by Joseph
Jennings. The song reverberated
pleasantly throughout the chapel,
as the choirs spaced themselves
about in the walkways in the audience.
Cantala then made room for
Concert Choir for the remainder
of the performance, again co-conducted by Sieck and Swan.
The first piece was “Miserere
Nostri” by 14th Century composer

Thomas Tallis, a highly transcendental and religious work. The
word “religion” might scare away
some before they get the chance
to hear, but remember George
Carlin: “The only good thing ever
to come out of religion was the
music.” Even intensely cynical and
bitter comedians can’t deny the
beauty of sacred music.
Eric Whitacre composed the
penultimate selection, “Three
Flower Songs”: “I Hide Myself,”
“With a Lily in Your Hand” and
“Go, Lovely Rose.” All three were

beautiful, bittersweet and melancholic pieces.
The choir wrapped up with
“Credo” from Frank Martin’s “Mass
for Double-Choir.” While another
solemn sacred work, it was also
nonetheless another great selection laudably performed by the
choir.
This concert was only a taste
of the abilities of Lawrence’s talented choral students, promising
many more aesthetically-rewarding efforts this year for audience
and choir members alike.

Co-op hosts music, food Macklemore and Ryan Lewis’s
By Cameron Carrus
Staff Writer

____________________________________

“My name is Darrin Bradbury
and I live in a Ford Focus,” said
the traveling musician at the
Co-op house last Wednesday.
The McCarthy Co-op hosted a
“Food and Folk” event, bringing
Bradbury and two other musicians in for an intimate evening of
music, accompanied by a varied
and delicious spread of food.
Bradbury, part of a threepiece traveling band, was excited
to return to the Co-op after having played a show there the previous year. He mentioned that he
enjoyed the house members’ hospitality and good energy, which is
essential to the kind of music that
he plays.
Multi-instrumentalists
JP
Merz and Steph Courtney warmed
up the crowd for the evening with
some of their original songs. The
instrumentation consisted of guitar, clarinet, a xylophone and a
stomp box that produced a bass
drum sonority, along with vocals.
The arrangements were heartfelt
and creative.
It is stunning how much
emotion Bradbury and his crew,
consisting of songwriters Matt
Benjamin and Mike Fabano, can
draw from the audience with
only a couple of guitars and
some stories. When asked what
kind of music he plays, Bradbury
responded with “adult campfire

music.”
Think “Kumbaya” with an
edge. From sentimental ballads
such as “True Love,” which likens love to “the meth lab in your
grandma’s basement,” to fun singa-longs like “Let’s Get Stoned and
Go to the Zoo” and a few choruses
of shouting “I’m So Glad that She’s
Not Pregnant,” Bradbury and company were able to strike a chord in
every heart in the room at some
point.
Just as alluring as the sweet
melodies and quick wit was the
spread of food that the house produced. On the menu were black
bean hummus, fresh vegetables,
baklava, baked asparagus, focaccia bread, rosemary garlic bread
and a cheese ball rolled in mixed
nuts, among other delicacies. Take
that, Bon Appétit!
After Bradbury, Fabano and
Benjamin’s sets, the show did
not officially “end.” Some of the
members of the house performed
a few originals of their own for
the remaining crowd. The crowd
changed later into the night, with
new people showing up.
It didn’t matter that they
had missed the “official” show;
Bradbury was happy to replay the
highlights for them. Soon an open
jam for some of the previous audience members ensued; they were
handed guitars and encouraged to
experiment, no matter how exten-

See Co-op on page 10

“The Heist” honest, refreshing
By Kelsey Priebe
Staff Writer

____________________________________

Macklemore and Ryan Lewis’s
new album “The Heist” opens in
epic fashion with “Ten Thousand
Hours,” a song that seems to
announce the beginning of a gritty
and struggle-filled story. It trails
off with the words “Welcome to
the Heist,” and all Macklemore
fans can immediately tell that this
album is going to be invention of
its own.
Much as Macklemore is
beloved for his goof-off and catchy
rap tunes, “The Heist” demonstrates his maturity as a rapper
and secures his place among the
greats. Macklemore gets serious
about struggles, whether they are
a part of his life or a part of others.
His collaboration efforts with
Ryan Lewis and countless other
artists in the album give the tracks
a deeper compositional value. The
lyrical work and the melodic and
instrumental experimentation
together produce extremely honest stories with a clarity that many
rappers struggle to achieve.
Despite the more somber tone
of many of the tracks on the album,
Macklemore begins it with a series
of catchy tracks that entreat listeners to listen further. “Can’t Hold
Us (feat. Ray Dalt)” has the natural

melody and lyrical structure to
propel it into the charts.
“Thrift Shop (feat. Wanz)” is
lyrical gold. If this song doesn’t
reach the top ten in the coming
weeks, I will be extremely surprised. It combines Macklemore’s
word tomfoolery with an extremely catchy and danceable beat.
The album then begins to
progress into its heavier content
until it reaches the already widely known “Same Love (feat. Mary
Lambert).” This ally song for the
legalization of gay marriage is one
of the most honest and poignant of
its kind. The lyrics revolve around
reason and compose an argument
for the legalization of gay marriage. The clarity of the message is
unique and inspiring as the lyrics
fade out with “I’m not crying on
Sundays.”
From there, Macklemore
begins to experiment with darker messages and share his own
struggles. “Make the Money” and
“Neon Cathedral (feat. Allen S.)”
discuss his own fight with and
for fame, as well as his struggle
with addiction. The rapping style
in “Make the Money” is somewhat
reminiscent of Eminem.
However, “Neon Cathedral”
has a much smoother structure
and gives the impression of quiet
pain, adding depth to the track.
In testament to the album’s com-

position, “Starting Over (feat. Ben
Bridwell)” is an inspiring account
of Macklemore’s successful fight
for sobriety and contributes to the
joyous temperament of the ending
of the album.
“The Heist” definitely shows
Macklemore’s maturity as a rapper
without losing his signature ridiculousness. Songs like “Thrift Shop”
and “Same Love” demonstrate the
breadth of Macklemore’s lyrical
skill and how far he has come
since the start of his career, both
personally and professionally.
The honesty behind his lyrics is impressive, but their clarity
is what truly sets him apart for
other rappers. He doesn’t convolute his messages but leaves them
as simple as possible, a technique
which is likely to reach a larger
audience. The penultimate track,
“Victory Lap,” is justly named as
“The Heist” is indeed a victory of
an album.
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Rian Johnson’s “Brick” revitalizes the neo-noir genre
By Nathan Lawrence
Staff Writer

____________________________________

“Brick” is like “The Maltese
Falcon” set in the school from a
John Hughes movie. Yes, somebody actually made that, and
here’s the shocking part: It’s
almost a perfect film.
Neo-noir is nothing particularly new to American cinema—the
genre has been present since the
‘60s—yet in the last 20 years, a
major shift has occurred: A simple
rehash of the typical noir-esque
plotlines and character roles is no
longer satisfying to a moviegoing
audience.
In order to keep people interested, there needs to be a dramatic and sensational “hook,” something that brings people in the
door and keeps them watching
to see how it changes the typical
formula. For “Brick,” this hook is

its setting, but even without the
hook, it would still be amazing.
In the film, Joseph GordonLevitt (of “Third Rock from the
Sun” and “10 Things I Hate About
You”) stars as Brendan, whose exgirlfriend has gotten involved in
a local drug ring. When she calls
him on a payphone begging for
help out of a tight spot, he goes on
a complex and dangerous journey
through the underbelly of the high
school to try and understand what
happened to her.
Gordon-Levitt’s performance
is outstanding, not just among
his repertoire, but among all performances I have seen in cinema. Like the greatest film actors,
Gordon-Levitt’s emotions in a
given seen can be observed not
only in the way he moves his body
or face, but in his eyes. Every feeling seems completely authentic and organic. There isn’t one
second that Gordon-Levitt stops

being Brandon.
“Brick” was written and directed by up-and-coming auteur Rian
Johnson, whose film “Looper” just
hit theaters about three weeks
ago. Both the writing and the
direction are top notch.
Words are combined in
unique and original ways to create a completely different style of
dialogue from anything I’ve ever
heard before. Lines are quick and
snappy like a Mamet play, but they
seem to contain all the pondered
philosophical essence of Charlie
Kaufman or Michel Gondry.
Words seem to be placed not
just with a mind for meaning, but
a mind for how they sound together. Is it unrealistic? Absolutely, but
it sure is fun.
Johnson’s directing seems
equally impressive. Though this
was his first outing as a director, he demonstrated skills worthy
of a virtuoso, carefully choosing

shots that were unique and constantly preserving one of the most
unique visions I have ever seen
on film.
Johnson isn’t afraid of making choices which are unconventional or abnormal, as long as they
are fitting with his vision. Each
new viewing of this film shows
me some extra meaning that was
embedded in the shot that made
it different.
Brick was shot for about
$500,000—rather remarkable,
given how good the film looks.
At no moment in the movie did
it ever occur to me that they may
have done anything in particular
to cut corners or hide the flaws
that a small budget might create.
Even the score, an area
where cheaply-made independent
films typically have difficulty, is
remarkably professional sounding, thanks to the hard work of the
director’s cousin, Nathan Johnson.

community about the importance
of giving back, bridge the gap
between students and donors
who support their education
and promote the positive ways
in which The Lawrence Fund has
influenced their lives.
A few examples of the things
The Lawrence Fund provides for
include: piano and harpsichord
tuning ($68,719), athletic uniforms ($14,000), electricity ($1.1
million) and financial aid ($27.7
million).
Ninety three percent of the
freshman class received financial
aid this year, making it possible
for students from all over the
world to obtain a Lawrence education.
Opening the concert was
AndHow!, making their debut
performance of the 2012-2013

school year, clad in blazers of various patterns and colors. Their
tunes were filled with danceable grooves, made obvious by
bass player and senior Andrew
Kraemer’s moon walking skills,
and were sprinkled with a cappella vocal breaks, almost reminiscent of a barbershop quartet
with their classy outfits.
Involuntary String Band was
next on the docket, making their
premiere performance on campus and gracing our ears with the
sound of the bluegrass genre.
Made up of violin, mandolin,
guitar and bass, they performed
songs by the Punch Brothers,
Belá Fleck, John Cowan and The
Chieftains, prompting audience
members to get up, dance and
clap, as if they were not in the
Warch Campus Center, but a barn
or folk music festival.

Concluding the night was
returning band Spaceship Pizza,
filling the Café with both covers and originals by the band,
featuring vocals by junior Alex
Hammond. Differing from the all
string, acoustic sounds of the previous band, Spaceship Pizza provided more rock-style beats and
driving grooves for the audience.
In between each band, members of the Student Ambassador
Program performed skits to demonstrate how The Lawrence Fund
influences us each day, often without us noticing. One particularly
inspiring performance reminded
audiences of the steep price for
electricity and how as students,
we do not have to cover this
necessity out of our own pockets.
The range of styles between
the three bands revealed the
melting pot of musical styles and

genres at Lawrence, reminding
me how lucky our campus is to
have a musical scene that is so
alive. The Lawrence Fund has
given performers like these the
resources to make our Lawrence
community unique and full of life,
and in turn they donated their
time to remind all students of
the importance of The Lawrence
Fund.
Generous donors of the
Lawrence community have
ensured that we have the means
to receive the best education possible, and this event reminded
us of the importance of supporting our institution in the hope
that we will all give back to support the education of future
Lawrentians.

the power of communication?
The novel focuses on a specific family, consisting of parents
Sam and Claire and their pre-teen
daughter Esther. The language
disease starts slowly, at first manifesting only as fatigue. When the
world starts to realize that the
cases are widespread and worsening, doctors race to discover the
source of the epidemic.
But as the mystery unfolds, it
becomes apparent that it might be
too late, as adults retreat further
into seclusion and the children
band together in vicious groups,
not understanding that they, too,
will contract the disease in a few
years.
Marcus’ novel starts out normally, chronicling the daily lives of
Sam, Claire and Esther. However, it
quickly descends into something
much more like horror, a chilling idea taken to its full, postapocalyptic extent. He makes us
question language as a concept, as
something we take for granted, as
something dependable and easy.
Further on, he takes language to
its very roots and tears it apart
as we know it, as Sam works as
a researcher in a Borgesian language lab where scientists work
with slivers of letters at a time to
avoid further deterioration from
the disease.

But “The Flame Alphabet” is
more than a cold examination of
language and its place in culture.
Through Sam, Claire and Esther,
he fully addresses the implicit
emotional issues as well, watching as the effects of the disease
tears their family apart.
While the overarching emotion of “The Flame Alphabet”
is fear, Marcus makes sure bits
of tenderness come through as
well, and the reader suffers along
with Sam in his attempts to keep
Claire comfortable, cries along
with Claire as Esther destroys
her birthday cake. Marcus makes
sure to address the psychological aspects of the problem, which
is perhaps what saves it from
itself in the end: Sam’s desire to
reunite his family and his sheer
force of will are what drive the
novel. Without Sam’s humanity,
the novel risks alienating readers
through coldness, through lack of
things to which to relate.
“The Flame Alphabet” is not
for those who want relief or solace. It is the furthest thing from a
comfort read. It takes everything
we think we know and turns it
upside down, demonstrating how
the removal of language affects
everything from family values to
social structure. But for the curious reader, the adventurous read-

er, the reader who wonders “what
if?”, “The Flame Alphabet” is a
breathtaking, terrifying novel that

takes language and words somewhere they’ve never been before.

Specht Pages

things up a bit by pouring some
milk or cream on top first.
Who would have guessed
that the secret cure to the food
time blues at a liberal arts college
would be creativity and inventiveness? Or as Jill Beck would say,
“thought into action.”
Also, please note that I chose
not to include root beer floats or
banana splits on my list because
they are boring.
You heard it first in the Specht
Pages.

“Brick” is an incredible film
from one of the most unique voices currently working in American
cinema and should not be missed.

“Brick” is streaming on Netflix
indefinitely.

TLF concert simultaneously educates and entertains
By Anna Buchholz
Staff Writer

____________________________________

Saturday, Oct. 13, the Café
was home to the concert “Keepin
the Lights On!,” sponsored by
The Lawrence Fund Student
Ambassador Program. The evening featured campus bands
AndHow!, Involuntary String
Band and Spaceship Pizza, while
students of the group performed
skits in order to raise awareness
about The Lawrence Fund.
The Lawrence Fund provides
financial support for a variety of
aspects of a Lawrence education
and is created by gifts from generous donors.
The Lawrence Fund Student
Ambassador Program, consists
of LU students who educate the

“The Flame Alphabet” explores a chilling future
By Natalie Schermer
A&E Editor

____________________________________

Imagine a world where the
very words we speak are toxic to
those around us. This is exactly
what Ben Marcus has done in his
novel “The Flame Alphabet,” but
he’s taken it one step further—in
his world, children are not affected by the toxin.
Their parents must watch
as their offspring fend for themselves, as the adults of the world
wither and one by one retreat
from society. Marcus reduces his
idea to a single question: What do
we do, as humans, when we lose

continued from page 3
be surprised if they put up a sign
soon asking us not to do so). Even
better, make a cookie waffle! Do
this by first spraying the iron,
pouring in some waffle mix, put in
cookies, add more mix, and let it
cook. Yum.
3.
Finally, you can use the
microwave. I saved the most boring one for last, but you can spice

Women’s soccer

continued from page 4
remarkable compared to the past
five.
“I think everybody was
playing for the seniors in the
second half. This was a game we
really wanted to win in order
to advance to the MWC tourney.
Now we pretty much have to win
the rest of our games in order to
advance to playoffs. Not to say
we can’t, but we have to work
a lot harder in order to do so,”

commented sophomore defender
Aubrey Lawlor on her team’s play
in the second.
Lawrence was also scheduled
to play Edgewood College October
14, but that game was postponed
due to poor weather conditions.
The Vikings next game will be
October 20, at Grinnell 5-1 (5-6-1).
Grinnell has been very successful
in conference play this year, but
if Lawrence continues improving,
they have a strong chance against
any opponent.
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Staff Editorial
Course evaluation completion
Recently many students received an email from the Committee on Teaching Development
about the university’s low response rate for course evaluations. We at The Lawrentian commend
the committee for eliciting student feedback.
We believe that course evaluations are an important component of our individualized
Lawrence education, and students should take the opportunity to voice their perspectives.
However, we have a few thoughts on how the course evaluation process could be improved.
Currently, course evaluations are only open to students during a brief window of time that
occurs during the busiest point in the term, finals. We suggest extending the time window past
finals week. Students are more likely to prioritize course evaluations when they have less on their
plates. One creative option that the committee could consider is to require course evaluations to
be submitted in order for students to access their term grades.
A separate option for improving course evaluation return rates would be to move the evaluations to an external website or link. Some students have expressed concern that their answers
may not be completely anonymous because they are being filled out through Voyager, a website
that can only be accessed with an official student username and password. An external website
could be linked to from the Lawrence homepage, as well as Voyager.
Professors can also play a direct role in their course evaluation completion rates. Numerous
professors already set aside class time to complete evaluations. If all professors set aside the
10-15 minutes necessary for these evaluations, participation rates would likely increase dramatically.
We at The Lawrentian believe that course evaluations are a vital part of our unique Lawrence
education. Since Lawrence is a very small university, one student’s evaluation can actually have a
tangible effect on how a professor teaches—at Lawrence, professors actually care about the student’s experience and feedback.
Some students might feel that course evaluations are pointless because the evaluations will
not affect their immediate future. These students should be conscientious of the community in
which they learn. Future students’ education is at least somewhat reliant on current students’
feedback to faculty. We’d all like to enjoy taking courses that have been perfected with the help
of previous students’ advice.

Less big bang for his buck
In the U.S. Hanrahan
Congress, someBy Jonanthan
one’s
got a lot of explaining to
Staff Writer
____________________________________
do.
Ideally, this person would be
whoever, at this very moment, is
in closest proximity to Rep. Paul
Broun (R-Ga), to whom much
explaining is due.
Two weeks ago, speaking in
front of a wall with much too
many mounted deer heads—
check out the video—Rep. Broun,
an M.D., declared that “All that
stuff I was taught about evolution
and embryology and The Big Bang
theory, all that is lies straight from
the pit of hell.”
He then argued that “there
are a lot of scientific data that
I’ve found out as a scientist that
actually show that this is really a
young Earth. I don’t believe that
the Earth’s but about 9,000 years
old. I believe it was created in six
days as we know them.”
We cannot pass judgment on
his beliefs alone; to do so would
be to narrow-mindedly lose sight
of the enormity of this conun-

Co-op

PHOTO
POLL

continued from page 8

drum. What we should do is question the fact that a congressman
with such unscientific opinions
is a member of the Committee on
Science, Space and Technology.
Our disappointment should
not just stem from the present
situation, but from the knowledge of our origins. The Founding
Fathers were rational, scientific
and enlightened men. What would
they think of this absurdity?
In the words of George
Washington, “There is nothing
which can deserve our patronage
better than the promotion of science and literature.” How would
he respond to a man who makes
legislative decisions regarding
science, and then rejects widely accepted scientific theories as
damnable and false?
And what does Broun mean
when he says that embryology
is one of those satanic scientists’
lies? Are our theories about the
genesis and development of the
fetus, which are have been so
sive or limited their knowledge.
This event was a great showcase of what the Co-op house is all
about. Guests were able to indulge

Photo poll by
Will Melnick

“If you
could
have any
pet, what
would it
be?”

clearly observed and so irrefutably proven, not as common sense
as they seem? Was my mother
deceived by the ultrasound when
she observed my tiny form for the
first time?
If Broun’s beliefs affect his
choices and actions, this problem
truly goes against the Founding
Father’s intentions. Thomas
Jefferson wrote of a “wall of separation between Church and State”
in order to protect the idea that
“religion is a matter that lies solely between a Man and his God.”
They considered it vital that religion should not be a factor in
our political system. “In God We
Trust,” but He does not govern.
Broun must not allow his
rude and regressive opinions of
today’s scientific theories impede
the progress encouraged by the
House Committee on Science,
Space and Technology.

in food and arts, two things that
the house values greatly, and
acquaint themselves with Co-op’s
location on campus.

I know a laureate or two
By Alan Duff
Columnist

____________________________________

On Oct. 11, 2012, the Chinese
author Mo Yan was awarded the
Nobel Prize in Literature. It was an
excellent decision on the Swedish
Academy’s part, and a recognition
that was long due. If this trend of
recognizing authors that are long
due the honor continues, I would
like to officially submit the following statement for the Academy’s
consideration: Cormac McCarthy
2013.
Unfortunately news of the
award was eclipsed the next
day when the Norwegian Nobel
Committee announced the surprise winner of the Nobel Peace
Prize: the European Union. With
one of the most prestigious awards
in the world, the European Union
will now be up there with Nobel
Laureates like Martin Luther King,
Jr.; the Dalai Lama; and Yasser
Arafat. This is an exceptionally
disappointing decision on the part
of the committee if one considers
the current events in Europe, the
committee’s reasoning and Alfred
Nobel’s intent.
Turn on the news or read a
newspaper, look past all of the
Romney-Obama opinions and
examine the current events
in Europe, and the E.U,’s award
will begin to seem nonsensical.
According to the New York Times,
Greece is becoming increasingly violent as protestors stand off
against police and government
officialswith every announcement about “austerity measures.”
Crowds of protestors easily reach
“35,000 to 45,000 people,” and
resort to violence, in some cases
firebombs.
According to CNN.com, on Oct.
9, when the German Chancellor
Angela Merkel made a visit to
Athens, a series of violent protests
rocked the city, with the anger
being directed towards Germany.
Protests like this have flared up in
other European countries, including Spain and Portugal. Clearly,
the European Union in the last
few years hasn’t been the shining
example of tranquility and peace it
would hope to be.
The Nobel Committee’s reaBradbury said before his
departure that this place means
a great deal to him, and that he
and the guys would love to return

soning for the awarding the E.U. is
that “for over six decades contributed to the advancement of peace
and reconciliation…” and it goes
on to say war now seems impossible between France and Germany,
citing lasing peace after three past
wars. This is a baffling, considering the European Union’s role in
most of the events was impossible since it wasn’t formally established as a group until late 1993.
This is an awkward precedent
to establish. Should NATO get an
award for its part in preventing
nuclear fallout during the Cold
War in 2013? How about Germany
for ensuring that Britain and the
United States didn’t have another
war in the early 1900’s? The Nobel
Peace Prize should be used as a
tool for recognizing contemporary
achievements, not long lasting,
hard to pin down causes of peace
that are then attributed to only
one organization.
Nobel’s will also seems clear
to which parties the Peace Prize
should be awarded: “one part to
the person who shall have done
the most or the best work for
fraternity between nations, the
abolition or reduction of standing armies and for the holding and
promotion of peace congresses.” I
guess, just like the Supreme Court
decided in Citizens United that
corporations are individuals, the
committee decided that organizations are people, too. I find that
disturbing.
The reason one should be adamantly apposed to organizations
being rewarded the Noble Peace
Prize is because they, unlike individuals, can have a sponsored mission of peace as a mission statement. I think that’s great, but when
a group starts judging along those
lines silly things could potentially
happen like this: The 2013 Nobel
Peace Prize was awarded to the
Nobel Peace Prize Committee for
“over a century of awarding peace
prizes for the purpose of spreading awareness and the cause of
peace.”
I hope next year they give it
someone who has earned it in a
true causal sense. Until then, I’m
going to count how many Nobel
Laureates I’ve traveled through.
later this year for another show.
Keep your eyes peeled and your
appetites up!

“A unicorn.”
-Andrea Parmentier

“Pikachu.”
-Alana Myatt

“A dragon.”
-Anna Valcour
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Retail Therapy
By Kaye Herranen
Opinions and Editorials Editor

____________________________________

In addition to a part-time
internship, I worked in retail over
the summer. While I mindlessly
straightened shelves late at night,
I realized that as painfully boring as my job usually was, I was
actually learning a few valuable
lessons.
Working retail can be incredibly humbling. At times, wrapped
up in the world of Academia, it can
be tempting to think that you are
special, high-minded or somehow
sit above the “common” citizen in
your ivory tower of high education.
Working retail reminds you
that you’re not.
You will work mindless, often
physical jobs for 7.50 an hour and
get your paycheck every other
Friday like the rest of the employees.
Frankly, a customer is not
going to care about your level of
education, or your stance on the
latest theoretical debate within
your respective field—they just
want to know where they can find
the ice cube trays or the latest
best-selling book.
There is also nothing more
motivating than working a boring retail job for the summer—
it makes me ravenous for books,
school—my diploma.
My brief stints with retail jobs
in high school and the occasional summer have made me determined to never become someone
who will spend their entire life
working low level retail jobs at
places like Target, Pick’N’Save,
Sears, etc.
Not to knock these employees—they are some of the most
hardworking and dedicated people I have ever worked with, and
most of them genuinely enjoy
their job. They are happy to
straighten shelves and direct customers all day.
That’s not a future I envision for myself, it’s just not a
lifestyle that suits my personality. Nonetheless, I can still learn
something from my time working
in retail.
Working retail teaches you
about the lifestyle and work
environment of a large portion
of the United States population. According to The Wallstreet
Journal, one out of 10 Americans
work in the retail sector.
Petitions to raise the minimum wage certainly make more
sense once you’ve spent a summer paying bills—or at least try-

ing to—with your minimum wage
income. The importance of unions’
and workers’ rights makes much
more sense after you’ve cleaned
up spilled chemicals and strained
muscles lifting heavy products, all
while being rushed to work faster,
to do more.
After having worked in several retail positions, I’ve become
a much more conscientious shopper. If I pick something up off the
shelf, I put it back. I try to figure
things out on my own before bothering an employee.
I know how dismal it can be to
clean up after careless customers
all day. I’ve spent hours straightening and folding a table of clearance clothing, just to find it completely decimated an hour later.
As mundane as folding clothing
is, it is quite disheartening to see
how easily and thoughtlessly your
work can be undone.
If everyone worked retail at
some point in their life, I seriously think that we would give
our behavior in stores a second
thought.
Every time you walk into your
favorite grocery store, you know
right where the milk is. And when
you get there, there is always an
abundance of milk on the shelf,
just waiting for you to purchase
it. You don’t have to climb into the
refrigerated delivery truck and
pry out your desired milk—someone’s already done that for you.
And handily enough, there is also
someone waiting to ring you up, to
process your coupons.
Working retail reminds you
how small gestures and small
actions can make someone’s day
much better—or worse—than it
started out.
I’ve been moved almost to
tears by customers who have done
such small things, like ask “how
are you?” and really mean it, or
who go out of their way to share
a compliment. However, I have
more frequently been emotionally
strained by customers that proudly display their utter disregard for
others’ feelings.
What I’m saying is, working
retail makes you learn simple—
but important—lessons. Like how
to be genuinely kind to people,
how good it can feel to help someone, and how important it is to
respect the people who make our
lifestyle possible.
It’s important to understand
how our products move from
their place of manufacture to the
shelf we find them on, to really
recognize and value the work that
goes into that movement.

Fueling the achievement gap
By Daniel Perret-Goluboff
Staff Writer

____________________________________

Florida sent a varied message
to students depending on their
racial background this week when
the Board of Education passed a
new measure that dictates a reformatting of state education standards. Essentially, the new standards order that a certain percentage of a given racial category
of public students is going to be
expected to be reading at grade
level.
More specifically, the board’s
new plan calls for, by 2018, 90%
of Asian students to be reading
at grade level, 88% of Caucasian,
81% of Hispanic and 74% of
African American students. Take a
second and let that settle in.
The plan has received relatively widespread criticism from the
educational community at large,
but the Florida Board of Education
remains steadfast. Succinctly, the
board feels this plan is the most
reasonable step that can be taken
to achieve the overarching goal of
100% proficiency in all students
by 2022, given the performance
breakdown of students by race.

we are building an impression in
these students that they need only
attempt to perform at the expected level.
This sort of action does not,
as it intends, address the growing achievement gap in a positive
manner but rather it reinforces an
already growing lack of autonomy
and surplus of negative habitus
within these youth.
The achievement gap would
be much better addressed through
a restructuring of pedagogic and
assessment methods within classrooms aimed at holding students
to a high academic standard and
then providing all students with
the necessary resources and
potential to achieve that goal.
Positive change will not come
to the continually darkening field
of American public education if
we sit idly by and send the message to underperforming students
that they need not try as hard
as others simply because of their
genetic makeup. The impact of a
plan this based in stereotypical
beliefs of student potential will
result in a rapid decline in what
we should be striving for most: a
level playing field for the children
of America.

I was virtually present for
this incredible event. I watched
as Baumgartner was taken
up into space by a helium balloon. I watched as mission control provided him with step-bystep instructions for his mission. I
watched as he opened the capsule
door to reveal Earth beneath him,
and I watched as he saluted the
world, stepped off the ledge, free
fell for four minutes and 19 seconds, deployed his parachute, and
then landed on his feet in Roswell,
New Mexico.
As I watched Felix jump from
the stratosphere down to Earth,
I thought to myself, “What have I
done with my day?” This guy just
pulled a Buzz Lightyear, broke the
sound barrier in addition to the
record for the highest free fall
jump—and I’m too lazy to get up
from the couch to turn up the volume.
On a side note, I realize that
there is no way on Earth or, more
appropriately, in space that I
would ever be in Felix’s position
preparing to jump, but hypothetically, I absolutely would have said
“to infinity and beyond!” before
making the leap. Also, there is no
doubt that mission control would
have been referred to as “Star

Command.”
My point is: If nothing else,
Baumgartner’s space jump can
provide us with motivation and
inspiration—maybe not to jump
out of a capsule at 128,100 feet,
but at the very least to study for
midterms, or finish a paper or
to just do that thing that we’ve
always procrastinated doing.
Laziness and procrastination can
be fought with a little motivation.
For example, after seeing
Baumgartner float into space,
jump out, free fall at a max speed
of 883.9 mph and then parachute to the ground after years
of intense preparation, I figured
that I could get off the couch and
make some pancakes. After that,
I was extremely motivated to
eat those pancakes, and then I
was compelled to wash the dishes that I had just used to make
those pancakes. Finally, I was
almost inspired enough to do my
Statistics homework.
In fact, I was somewhat interested in being an astronaut after
witnessing the space jump, but
“Bob Trettin” just doesn’t have
the same ring to it as “Felix
Baumgartner,” so that’s out the
window.

Finding the inspiration to soar
By Bob Trettin
Staff Writer

____________________________________

Well, Felix Baumgartner definitely took one giant leap for
himself as he jumped to Earth
from a capsule in the stratosphere
Sunday, Oct. 14. In case you were
wondering, that thing falling from
the sky over the weekend was neither a bird nor a plane, but I suppose an argument could be made
for superman: It was the 43-yearold Austrian skydiver who can
now be considered a Space Diver,
which is a pretty badass title if you
ask me.
There are some who think
that Baumgartner’s jump was a
waste of time and money, that it
was a mere stunt. However, there
was more to it than simply breaking world records. The researchers for this Red Bull Stratos project say that Baumgartner’s jump
will be scientifically valuable for
the development of newer parachute systems along with ideas for
emergency evacuation from vehicles. NASA will also be informed
about these developments in
regards to the manufacturing of
spacecrafts. Not to mention that
this was awesome live television.

“A puppy that
never grows up.”
-Olivia Hemley

“Four handsome lads.”
-Izzie

“Two lions, named Paul and
Kitty, both male.”
-Dylan Evans

They claim that different
approaches need to be taken to
correspond with the differing current proficiency levels in reading—69% of white students at
grade level in contrast to 53%
and 38% of Hispanic and African
American students, respectively.
Many would argue that this
is indeed a pragmatic step, but
closer analysis reveals a strong
case to the contrary. Even if, as the
plan intends, students don’t notice
a change in academic experience
based on their specific expected
racial proficiency standard, the
plan will have a longstanding
negative consequence. Simply by
labeling the state’s schoolchildren
by race/ethnicity, the Board of
Education is sending a message
that promotes division among our
youth.
Perhaps more alarming than
the segregated self-identities this
will cause within students is the
potential the plan has to play into
the culture of low-expectations
that plagues many of America’s
most underprivileged students.
Through telling groups of students who typically perform poorly that they need not strive for
the same level of proficiency as
their White or Asian counterparts,

“A dolphin.’”
-Mitch Greenberg

The opinions expressed
in this section are those
of the students, faculty
and community members
who wrote them. All facts
are as provided by the
authors. The Lawrentian
does not endorse any
opinions piece except for
the staff editorial, which
represents a majority of
the editorial board. The
Lawrentian welcomes
everyone to submit their
own opinions using the
parameters outlined in
the masthead.
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Locker Room

continued from page 4
his ability to be a contortionist.
Pat Pierson set a car on fire with
his mind and Brady Busha raced a
KY derby horse and won by eight
lengths with the horse having a
head start. Finally, Mazur’s talent
was his ability to wear any article
of clothing despite color and not
look dumb in it.
The
contestants
were
altogether
entertaining
but
elimination still took place. The
final nine made the cut into the
swimsuit competition.
Jed came out daring in a skin
colored speedo. Wagner wore a tie
dyed one piece that said “Let’s Get
Weird” on the back. Tyler Mazur
wore a bright green polo speedo.

The Rock

continued from page 3
revealed in 1983 at the 15th
Reunion of the Class of 1967.
President Richard Warch, in
between bites of his peanut butter and jelly sandwich, proclaimed
“What a great day for Lawrence
University.”
However, a confrontation
between Delta Tau Delta and Phi
Delta Theta in 1998 marked the
last days of the Rock. The Delts

Ben Hartman wore Lawrence
shorts and a cutoff because he was
too lazy to change into a swimsuit,
hurting his chances of winning.
Rabben wore a speedo with a
Green Bay Packers logo on the
butt.
Pat P. wore his Olympic swim
suit signed by Mike Phelps at the
‘12 London games, while Brady B.
wore leopard print swim shorts
with the initials I.P.M. (I’m Pure
Muscle) embroidered on the back.
Fillback wore a thong, and Luke
wore overalls.
The following are the five
finalists, their final questions, and
their final answers. Sam WagnerWhy the dred locks? His answer:
Because I am the Lawrence
Difference, let’s get weird. Tyler
Mazur - What does it feel like

being involved in this contest? His
answer: I dunno man, I just get
these butterflies being up here, ya
know. It’s just an awesome thing to
do. Ben Rabben- How do you look
so intimidating all the time? His
answer: You know I’m not really
sure, but I like to think it is my big
arms and impressive traps. I mean
I love to look at them all the time
so I feel like everyone else notices
them. Jed - What do you look for in
a girl? His answer: Any girl will do.
The competition was finally
over and the winner was JED O.!
His reaction was to smile and do
the “truffle shuffle” across stage.
He will fulfill the duties of the LU
football pageant king for the next
year until the next teammate is
crowned victorious. Congrats to
all the contestants.

hired earth-moving equipment to
move the boulder to their lawn,
and the Phi Delts stood in the way
of the machinery. As the driver
revved his engine, our very own
Nancy Truesdell intervened as the
voice of reason before anyone was
injured and saw the Rock moved
to the lawn in front of Sampson
House.
However, by the next day, it
was on the lawn outside of the
Delt House. In 1999, it vanished,
seemingly for good. Some specu-

lated that the Administration hid
the Rock to prevent the sort of
dangerous shenanigans seen in
1998. Some thought a rival college
or fraternity stole it. In any case,
it is nowhere to be found, with no
information forthcoming.
I urge any alumni with relevant information concerning the
whereabouts of the campus artifact to contact this publication.
I, and the rest of the Asses of
‘13, would certainly appreciate it.
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LUCC Update: Week 6 Term 1
Meeting: Mallory Speck was approved as interim chair of the Student
Welfare Committee at the October 15th General Council Meeting.
Budget request and re-recognition request forms are now available
online at the LUCC website.
There are still committee positions to fill! If you’re looking for a
way to make a difference here at Lawrence, please consider applying
for a committee position. Applications will be considered on a rolling
basis and are available on the LUCC website, as well as on the 4th floor
WCC. Completed applications can be emailed to lucc@lawrence.edu or
dropped off in Campus Life or the LUCC offices.
There are openings in the following committees:
Student Welfare as well as Student Welfare chair, Resident Life Committee, Committee on
Diversity Affairs, Dining Advisory Committee, Committee on Community Service and Engagement,
Committee on Public Occasions, Committee on Wellness and Recreation, Committee on Teacher
Education, Trustee Committee on Student Affairs, and Committee on Environmental Responsibility.

